380mm(15") Fast Heating-up Desktop Multi-function Hot Laminator
Item Code: FMJ-380-RW

FOB Price:

$536/set

Mini Order:

1 set

Shipping Weight:
Average Rating:

75.4lb (34.28kg)

Inquire Now

Overview
FMJ-380-RW: 380mm (15") Desktop MULTI-FUNCTION HOT Laminator
Fast Heating-up.
It can conduct mounting and hot lamination with a single side or double side lamination for multiple deployment choices is available. The
hot laminator is the initial choice after the printing process, and one of the perfect equipment’s for all kinds of post-production printing.
Product Highlights:
Maximum working film width 15".
With a unique design and surface plastic spay treatment.
Simple construction, good operability, safe, complete and reliable functions.
The hot laminator can be used to laminate printed materials, important documentation, engineering drawings, photographs, and more; it
also can be used in cold lamination for wedding photographs and other important events.
It can use rolling material to process the objectives and also to make overlay film on independently surface objectives.
Application:
This multi-function hot laminator can be used to laminate printed materials, important documentation, engineering drawings,
photographs, and more; it also can be used in cold lamination for wedding photographs and other important events.
Applicable Laminating Medium:
Photopaper, PP, self-adhesive PP, backlit film or transparent film.
Warranty and after sales services:
One year of warranty except the spare parts.
24 hours technical support by mail or phone.
User friendly English manual on how to use the machine and accomplish the maintenance.

Details
15" (380mm)

Maximum Laminating Width

0.3" (8mm)

Maximum Laminating Thickness

1.5" (38mm)

Rollers Diameter

39" (1m) / min

Maximum Laminating Speed

1", 3" (2.25" Optional)

Maximum Internal Diameter of
FilmProfile
Core

With functions of double sided hot laminating, single
sided hot laminating, single sided cold laminating, cold

Specifications

and hot mounting, mounting and encapsulating.
Plastics shell, small size hot laminator, easy to
Model

Max. laminating width

FMJ-380-RW

transport and operation.
380mm(15")

Max. laminating thickness

8mm (0.3")

Film thickness

30-125mm(1.2"-5")

Temperature adjustment range

80-150 degree

Speed range

1m (40"/min)/min

Media core size

1"- 3"

Power supply

AC 80V-110V 110V-240V; 50Hz or 60Hz

Machine dimension

23.6" x 16.1" x 15.4" (599 x 409 x 390mm)

Machine weight

56.4Lb (25.6kg)

Package

Fumigation free package

Packing size

26.0" x 20.9" x 19.3" (660 x 530 x 490mm)

Gross weight

68.3Lb (31kg)
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